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SEPARATION AND CODING

STEPHEN WATSON

Abstract. We construct a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not

collectionwise normal with respect to copies of [0,1]. We do this by developing

a general theory of coding properties into topological spaces. We construct a

para-Lindelöf regular space in which para-Lindelöf is coded directly rather than

(T-para-Lindelöf and normal. We construct a normal collectionwise Hausdorff

space which is not collectionwise normal in which collectionwise Hausdorff is

coded directly rather than obtained as a side-effect to countable approximation.

We also show that the Martin's axiom example of a normal space which is not

collectionwise Hausdorff is really just a kind of "dual" of Bing's space.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we construct examples in which properties such as collection-

wise Hausdorff or para-Lindelöf are built directly into the example. In some
cases, examples with the stated properties have already been described in the

literature. Navy's space [20] is para-Lindelöf because normality and er-para-

Lindelöf have been built in. Here, para-Lindelöf itself is built in. Fleissner's

example George [11] is collectionwise Hausdorff because of a construction by
countable approximation. Here Bing's construction [2] is applied to copies of

o)\, for example, and collectionwise Hausdorff is built in directly. In partic-
ular, a question of Fleissner and Reed is answered by constructing a normal

collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not collectionwise normal with respect

to copies of the closed unit interval. We also show that the Martin's axiom
example of a normal space which is not collectionwise Hausdorff is really just

a kind of "dual" of Bing's space. The general technique is presented because
building a property directly into a space is a method which is more likely to

preserve the failure of other properties. We argue that the methods in use fall

into two groups corresponding to the logical connectives AND and OR. We also
present some methods which take a space and produce another space which

has similar separation properties but which has additional properties such as

metacompact, locally collectionwise normal and perfect.
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2. AND AND OR CONSTRUCTIONS

These constructions can be classified into two types: AND and OR construc-

tions. When a neighborhood is assigned to a nonisolated point, it is useful

to imagine that the point is specifying certain other points whose neighbor-

hoods its neighborhood does not wish to intersect. In an AND construction,

two neighborhoods will actually not intersect if each point specifies the other.

In an OR construction, two neighborhoods will actually not intersect if either

point specifies the other. When more than one property is built into a space,

the construction can be a combination of two AND constructions or two OR

constructions or be a hybrid AND-OR construction. The choice of construction

depends on the circumstances. An AND construction is less likely to cause too

much separation but an OR construction is more likely to allow a lowering of

character or create a clopen base for the topology.

Some of the examples to be defined are similar to well-known examples not

in the sense that they are homeomorphic but in a weaker sense. A definition is

needed to make this precise.

Definition 1. Two topological spaces X and Y are said to have identical sep-

aration properties if X' = Y' and if, for each discrete family {Aa : a € k} in

X', {Aa : a e k} is separated in X if and only if {Aa : a e k} is separated in

Y.

Let us illustrate these ideas with the simplest example of an AND construc-

tion, Bing's space.

Example 1. Let J = {{(a, P), (ß, Q)} € [<y, x [&{o)X)]<(°]2 : {VA)(A 6 P n

Q) => (a € A o ß e A)} . Let X = œ\U J be topologized by letting J be a
set of isolated points and letting a neighborhood of a e œ\ be defined in each
parameter E e [âB(œ1)]<a' by letting UE(a) = {a} U {{(a, P), {ß, Q)} e J :

PDE}.

We are using the Erdös notations [k]a — {A c k : \A\ — A}. The notations

[k]<x and [k]-x are self-explanatory. We describe the reason that Example

1 is an AND construction. Neighborhoods of the point a are defined in a

parameter which is a finite subset of ¿P{œ{). Any isolated point which lies

in such a neighborhood must have a corresponding second coordinate which

contains this finite subset. If neighborhoods of c*o and «i intersect, then they

contain a common isolated point. If the neighborhoods use a common element

A of â°{ù)\), then the second coordinates must both contain A . Thus A must

satisfy the condition a e A & ß e A. This condition applies to every isolated

point in the intersection of the neighborhoods if and only if both neighborhoods

are defined in a parameter which contains A .

Lemma 1.  X is a normal space which is not collectionwise Hausdorff.

Proof. This is not the traditional presentation but this example and Bing's ex-

ample G (when P = u>\) in [2] have identical separation properties. The

difference in presentation lies in the dependence here of the intersection of
neighborhoods on the existence of isolated points. The proof is just the proof

of Lemma 2 in the special case where Z is a>\ with the discrete topology and

BO(Z) = {{a}:aew1}.
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In [31], we showed that Example 1 remains normal when ¿^(cui) is replaced

by a subfamily sé precisely when sé generates ¿?((0\) under finite Boolean

operations and then countable unions. This is a very difficult condition for sé

to satisfy without being the same cardinality as ¿P{œ\) (although not impossi-

ble, see [31]). In fact, we left two questions open:

Problem 1. Does 2N° < 2Nl imply that there is no family of size less than 2N'

which generates the power set of a>\ under countable unions?

Problem 2. Is 2N° = 2**1 = K3 consistent with the existence of a family of size

N2 which generates the power set of œ\ under countable unions?

These questions remain of interest. In fact, Stepräns [25] and independently

Jech and Prikry [17] showed that the answer to Problem 1 is yes so long as

either 2N° < NWl holds or else 2N° = k , (k+)l < 2N| and the covering lemma

over L is true. These partial results would make a solution to Problem 1 in

either direction quite impressive.

The reader might think that a model of MANl would be the right place to
look for a solution of Problem 2. However MA«, implies that the minimal

size of such a family of 2Kl . The model where N^ Cohen reals are added to

a model of GCH has such a subfamily of cardinality K^ < 2N° but this is an

unsatisfying result.
A general AND construction which codes normality is useful to define as it

will be incorporated into other examples later. We will use CO(A') to indicate

the family of clopen subsets of a topological space X and we will use BO(X)

to indicate an arbitrary base of clopen sets for X.

Example 2. Let Z be a normal strongly O-dimensional space (strong 0-dimen-

sionality is a hypothesis which only simplifies the exposition). Let

J = {{(£/, P),(V, Q)} € [CO(Z) x [CO(Z)rf :

{VA){A € P n Q) =>■ (U C A «■ V C A)} .

Let X(Z) = Z u J be topologized by letting / be a set of isolated points
and letting an open set UE be defined in each parameter U e BO(Z) and
E e [CO{Z)]<w by letting

Ue = Uu{{(V,P),(W,Q)}€J:PdE,  VcU}.

Lemma 2. X(Z) is normal and is collectionwise Hausdorff if and only if Z is

tt\-compact.

Proof. Since U c U', E D E' => UE C UE, and UE n Z = U and f\{UE :
E e [CO(Z)]<w} = U, we know that X(Z) is a Tx topological space which

induces a subspace topology on Z which is identical to the original topology.

To see that X(Z) is normal, it suffices to show that a clopen set A c Z can

be separated from Z - A . We claim that

\J{U{A} : (7eBO(Z),  U c A} f]\J{U{A} : UeBO(Z),  UnA = 0} = 0.

If {(V,P),(W,Q)}e(U0){A}n(Ul){A} where £/„,£/,€ BO(Z), U0 c A,
and U\ n A — 0, then suppose, without loss of generality, that V c Co and
W c U\ . Since ^4ePnö,weget V c A ■&■ W c A which is a contradic-

tion. If Z contains an uncountable closed discrete set, then it must contain an
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uncountable disjoint family {U^a : a G o)\) of open sets. We assume, with-

out loss of generality, that {Ea : a G a>\} is a A-system with root A. We

can find ao, a\ such that F e A implies that Ua° c F o Uai c F. Now

{(C/°°, Eao), (£/<", £a,)} G U°°ao n £/^i, . Of course, if Z is K.-compact, then

regular spaces are N0-collectionwise Hausdorff.

There is an OR analogue of Example 1.

Example 3. Let J = {{{a,P), (ß, Q)} e [coi x [&> (o)X)]«°]2 : (VA)(A ePU

Q) => (a G A •«• ß e A)}. Let Y - co\ U / be defined and topologized as in
Example 1.

We describe the reason that Example 3 is an OR construction. Neighborhoods
of the point a are defined in a parameter which is a finite subset of ¿P((û\) .

Any isolated point which lies in such a neighborhood must have a corresponding

second coordinate which contains this finite subset. If neighborhoods of ao
and a\ intersect, then they contain a common isolated point. If either of the

neighborhoods use a particular element A oi ¿P(œ{), then at least one of the
second coordinates must contain A. Thus A must satisfy the condition a G

A •» ß e A. This condition applies to every isolated point in the intersection
of the neighborhoods if and only if at least one neighborhood is defined in a

parameter which contains A.

Unfortunately, Y is paracompact.

Lemma 3. Y is a paracompact regular space which is the free union of spaces
with one nonisolated point.

Proof. This space Y is actually a closed subspace of X. The only difference is

that the restriction on what it means to be an isolated point is stronger for Y.
Thus y is a Hausdorff space. Let us calculate

U{a}(a) = {a} U {{(a, P), (ß , Q)} : (A e P U Q => (a G A * ß € A)),

(PD{a})VQD{a})}

= {a}U{{(a, P), (a, Q)} : a G PuQ} .

This means that a0 ^ a\ => £/{ao}(ao) n C/{Ql}(ai) = 0 .

We can, however, make a modification analogous to that which was made in

[31]. We ask whether &{a)\) in Example 3 can be replaced by some subfamily

sé of smaller cardinality so that the resulting space Y (sé) remains normal but

is no longer collectionwise Hausdorff.

Lemma 4. Let sé be a countable subset of P{a>\ ). The following are equivalent:

1. Y (sé) is completely regular but not collectionwise Hausdorff.

2. Y (sé) is Hausdorff
3. sé is a point-separating family.

4. sé is a clopen subbase for a zero-dimensional separable metrizable topol-
ogy x on a>\.

Proof. We show only that (4) => (1). Let E G [sé]<(0 and a € coi . The open

set UE(a) is closed since \A n {a, ß}\ = 1 => U{A}(ß) n UE(a) = 0. Suppose
Ea G [j/]<w is defined for each a G W\. Let Ia : Ea —► 2 be defined by
Ia(T) = 1 <=>■ a G T. We use the convention that A1 — A and A0 = Ac. Let
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Fa = P|{T/q(T) : T G Ea). Each Fa is a clopen neighborhood of a. In any
separable metrizable topology, we can find a, ß such that {a, ß} c FanFß .

Thus the standard normal first countable not collectionwise Hausdorff space
[29] (the bubble space over a Q-set) is the OR variant of Bing's space with the

character lowered in the simplest possible way:

Lemma 5 (MAN|). Let sé be a countable subset of £P(œ\). If Y(sé) is Haus-

dorff then Y (sé) is normal.

Proof. Let A be a r-basic open set. We can express A = f|{^/(,) : ' € n) where

n G (o and /: n ->• 2. Let fA : Wi ->■ [sé]<w be defined by fA \ A = {At :i€n}
and fA \ (ft>i - A) = 0 . We have /^ separating .4 from <yi - .4. Let B be a
T-open set. We can express B = \J{B¡ : i G œ} where each 5, is T-basic open.

For each a G B, let n(a) = min{« G w : a e B¡}. Let fs : fc>i -> [j/]<£tf be

defined by /«(a) = /ß„w(a) where a G 5 and fß(a) = 0 otherwise. Now fB

separates B from a>\ - B, i.e., any closed set from its complement.

We need a classical lemma from the 1920s (see also Lemma 1.5.14 of [7]):

Lemma 6 (Urysohn [30]). If X isa T\ space and for every pair ofdisjoint closed
sets Fo, F{, there is a countable family of open subsets of X which cover F0

and none of the closures of which intersect F\, then the space X is normal.

Proof of Lemma 5 continued. Let C be a iv-set in the sense of t . The fact that
we can separate any T-closed subset of (0\ from its complement, together with

Lemma 6, implies that we can separate any x-Fa -subset of o)\ from its com-

plement. Under MAN,, any subset of W\ is an Fa in any separable metrizable
topology and so Y (sé) is normal. The proof of Lemma 5 is complete.

Let us continue with a construction in which normal and Ni -collectionwise
Hausdorff are built in. This construction has two variants: AND/AND and

AND/OR. Normality is built in with an AND construction in each variant but

Ni -collectionwise Hausdorff can be built in with either an AND construction or

an OR construction. We present the construction of both variations. That is,
we present X\, the AND/AND variation and Xi, the AND/OR variation. We
also present X0, which has identical separation properties to Bing's space on

k . The AND/OR variation does possess an interesting covering property which
the AND/AND variation does not possess. A definition is necessary to express
this property.

Definition 2. Let X be a topological space. If every open cover of X has an

open refinement, any k many elements of which are a locally finite family, then
we say that X is a covering PK -space. We call a covering P^-space simply a
covering P-space.

Lemma 7. Let k be an infinite cardinal. Any paracompact space is a covering PK-
space and any covering PK-space is K-collectionwise Hausdorff and metacompact.

Proof. Suppose that D = {xa : a G k} is a closed discrete subset of a covering
P,c-space X. Let {Ua : a G k} be a family of open sets such that UanD = {xa} .

Let ^ be a cover of X which is the union of {Ua : a G k} and {X - D} . Let

'V be an open refinement of V any K-sized subfamily of which is a locally

finite family. For each a e k , choose Va g 'V which contains xa . These J^'s

are all distinct and ao / ai => ao $■ K«, • Furthermore, {^:aGfc} is a locally
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finite family. For each a e k , choose an open neighborhood Wa c Va of xa

such that | {a' G k : Wa n Va< ̂ 0}| < a>. We can partition k into countable

equivalence classes and apply regularity to obtain a separation of {xa : a c k} .

Example 4. Let k be a cardinal. Let J¡ be the set of {(a, P, i?), (ß, Q, S)} G
[k x [^(/c)]<£U x [[/c]2]^"]2 which satisfy:

-^({a,ß}eRf)S) for i= 1 only
->({a, ß} G i? U S) for i = 2 only

Let Z/ = k U y,. A topology is defined on X¡ by letting 7, be a set of isolated
points and letting a neighborhood of a G /c be defined in each Ai G [&>(k)]<co

and W G [[/c]2]^1 by

Um,n(oc) = {a} U {{(a, P, i?), (ß, Ö, S)} G 7, : P D M, R D N}.

Lemma 8. The topological space X\ is a normal ^{-collectionwise Hausdorff

space which is paracompact when k <co\ but otherwise is not #i-collectionwise

normal with respect to discrete sets of cardinality #2- Furthermore, X\ is not

even a covering P-space. The topological space X2 is a normal )H\-collectionwise

Hausdorff space which is paracompact when k < a>2 but otherwise is not Ni-
collectionwise normal with respect to discrete sets of cardinality N3. Furthermore

X2 is a covering P^-space.

Proof. The proof that Xo is a T\ topological space which induces the discrete
topology on k is similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2. We note that X2

is a closed subspace of X\ and that, in turn, X\ is a closed subspace of Xq ■

Furthermore, we note that Xo has identical separation properties to the X

of Example 1 done instead on k instead of W). The only difference is that
each isolated point has been replaced by a copy of [[[k]2]-"1]2 with the discrete

topology. To prove this, note that if {(ß0,P), (ß\, Q)} G UMo(ß0)r\UMx(ßx) in

X, then {(ß0,P, N0),(ßi. ß, #0} 6 UMo,N0(ßo) D UMl,Nt{ßi) in X0. Also

note that if {(ß0,P, R), (ßi, Q, S)} G UMo,0(ßo) n UMl><ö(ßi) in X0 , then

{(ßo, P), (ßi, Q)} & UMo(ßo)riUMl(ßi) in X. AU of this means that, since X
is normal, Xo is also normal. This implies that, as closed subspaces, X\ and

X2 are also normal.

Next, we show that X\ is Ni -collectionwise Hausdorff. We show simulta-

neously that X2 has the stronger property of being a covering P^,-space. We

do the latter by showing that any Nj many elements of {U0t0(a) : a G k}

are a locally finite family. Let D = {a7 : y G cú\} be a subset of k. Let

/V = {{ay, ay*} : y, y' € coi, y ^ /}. In the case of X\, we claim that

{U<B,N(&y) '■ 7 £ ti>\) is a disjoint family of open sets which separate D. In

the case of X2, we claim that {U0,N(ay) : y G coi} witnesses the fact that

the family is discrete. Suppose otherwise that {(ay, P, R), (ay , Q, S)} is

an element of U0tN(ay) n U0%N(ay>) in the case of X\ and an element of

U0¡N(ay)nU0,0(ayi) in the case of X2 . Since {ay,ay<}eN and NcR(~\S
in the case of X\ while N c R c Rli S in the case of X2, we get that the
isolated point is not an element of J\ or J2 respectively.

Next, we show that X\ is paracompact when k < W\ and that X2 is para-

compact when k < CO2 . If k < co\ , let N — {{a, a'} : a G k} . If k < u>i, let

Na = {{a, a'} : a' < a} . Observe that f/0>jv(a) n U0tN(a') — 0 in Xi while

1/0,^(0) n U0>N,(a') = 0 in X2 .
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Next, we show the failure of specific kinds of collectionwise normality simul-

taneously for X\ and X2. Let {Ca : a G a>\] be disjoint elements of [k]k . We

show that this family is not separated if k is large enough. Suppose, otherwise,

that there are {Ay, By : y e [){Ca : a e a>i}} such that, whenever y e Ca,

y' e Cai and a ^ a', we have UAytBy(y) n UAl<B,(y') ^ 0. We need some

assumptions about k for the "A-system and thinning out" argument which fol-

lows. We assume that k is a regular cardinal greater than o)\ (actually we need

k > co for (6), k > coi for (5), and cf(k) > œ for (1)). Assume, without loss

of generality, that:
1. {Ay : y G Ca} is a A-system with root ra for each a G (0\.

2. y,y'eCaAa£ra=>(yea&y'ea).

3. {ra : a e o)i} is a A-system with root r.

4. y, y' g \J{Ca : a g wi} and a g r => (y G a & y' G a).

5. a G a>i A y G Ca => U{>> : jS G û)i} D (^y - ra) = 0.

6. y e Ca A y' £ Cai Aa^ a' ^ AynAy - r.
This argument has removed the first parameter of the neighborhoods from our

consideration. We have "decoded" normality.

Indeed, we argue that, whenever y e Ca, /gO, and a ^ a', we have

U0,By(y) n C/0;jB/(/) - 0. Suppose not, that {(y, P, R), (y', Q, S)} is in

that intersection. This implies that {(y, 0, R), (y', 0, 5)} also lies in the in-

tersection. We claim that {(y, Ay,R), (/, Ay , S)} G UAy,By(y) n t/^, ,B/(y').

The only reason that this could fail is if there was A G Ay n /i,,* such that
a £ A <& ß e A . Since AynAy = r, we know that ^ G r and this contradicts

(4).
We turn our attention to the second parameter of the neighborhoods. Indeed,

we can now restrict our attention to Co and C\. Choose y £ Co- Choose

y' G Ci such that {y, y'} £ By. Since \By\ < X\ and |Ci| = k > N2, this is
possible. Weclaimthat {(y, 0, By), (y1, 0, By)} G U0!B7(y)nU0,By,(y). The

only thing to check is that this point exists. Actually it may not be an element

of X2 but it is an element of X\. To see this, we have to show that it is not

true that {y, y'} G By n By . This is true simply because {y, y'} £ By. This
completes the proof that, if k is a regular cardinal greater than a>i , then X\

is not K]-collectionwise normal with respect to discrete sets of cardinality N2 .
We now assume k > N3. Let {yls : ô G Wi, i e 2} list distinct elements so

that each y's G C,. Define a mapping / : ty3 —> [ft^]-"1 by

f(S) = {16«3: (3/, j e 2){y's, y'n} g Byj}.

By Hajnal's free set lemma (see Theorem 3.1.1 of [35]), there is a free set

F G [0)3]^ for /. That is, such that ô, S' e F, S ¿ S'=> S' i f(8). Choose
distinct ¿0, Si e F. Let y, = ylô . We claim that {(y0 > 0, By(¡), (y\, 0, Bn )} G

t^.ByJyo) H CVs^ (>"i) • The only thing to check is that this point exists as an

element of X2. To see this, we have to show that it is not true that {y0, y\} G

Byo U Bn . Suppose, without loss of generality, that {yo,y{\ & Byo. That is,

{y$o, yj,} G By0 . By the definition of /, this means that ôi e f(ô0), which is

a contradiction.
Finally we show that X\ is not a covering P^-space. Otherwise, there would

be a family {Aa, Ba: a ek} such that each U4atBa(a) is a neighborhood of a

and such that any countably many elements of {UAa ,Ba(a) : a G k} are a locally
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finite family. We proceed as in the proof that X\ fails to be Ni -collectionwise

normal with respect to discrete sets of cardinality N2 up to the decoding of

normality. We choose {y'n : n G co} c C, for each / G co. Let B — \J{By :

i, n G co} . Now \B\ < Ni. Choose a e C^- B . This is possible since \CW\ =

N2 . We claim that a is in the closure of the family {UAi b ,(y'n) '■ ''', n G co}
'n       'n

of open sets. Suppose, otherwise, that a has a neighborhood UA,B(a) which

misses all but finitely many of these open sets. Since {r¿-r : i e co} is a disjoint

family, we can choose k g co suchthat (rk-r)C\A — 0. Since {A k-rk : n G co}

is a disjoint family, we can choose p e co such that (Avk - rk) n A - 0 . This

means that Avk n A c r.  We claim that UA B(a) n UA . B AVn) i1 ® ■  The

isolated point {(a, A, B),(y$ , Ayk, Byk)} is in the intersection. If this isolated

point did not exist, the reason could be, first, that there is D G A n Avk c rip
such that a G Z) is not equivalent to y£ e D. This contradicts step (4) in the

thinning-out argument on p. 5. Another reason could be that {a, y£} G Br\Byk.

We chose a á Bvk and so this does not happen.ip

Next, a collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not collectionwise normal.

The space XCwh is an example of an AND/AND construction. Of course,

our example has character 2Nl which means that it provides no substitute for

Fleissner's George [11].

Example 5. Let F — Z x <y> where Z is an uncountable locally countable

strongly zero-dimensional countably compact normal space and coi has the

discrete topology. Let BO(P") be a base for F. Let CWH be the set of
all discrete families of clopen countable sets in F. Let / be the set of all
{(A,P,Y),(B,Q,Z)}£ [CO(F) x [CO(F)]«° x [CWH]<£"]2 which satisfy

(C g P n Ö) =► (A c C o B c C).
(K e Y n Z) =► \{C g K : C n (A u 5) 5É 0}| < 1.

Let Xcwh = FöJ . A topology is defined on Xcwh by declaring / to be a set of
isolated points and defining an open set for each U G BO(P"), R G [CO(F)]<(0 ,
We[CV/H]<w by letting U(R, W) = C/U {{(A, P, Y), (B, Q, Z)} : A c U,
PdR, YdW}.

Lemma 9. The space Xçwh is normal and collectionwise Hausdorff but fails to

be collectionwise normal.

Proof. The proof that XCwh is a T\ topological space which induces the prod-
uct topology on F is similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2. We note that Z

in Example 2 has identical separation properties to the space -Y¿wh w^ich is de-

fined by removing the second condition from the definition of J. The only dif-
ference is that each isolated point has been replaced by a copy of [[CWH]<Ctf]2 .

This means that since Xcwh is a closed subspace of X<iWH, XCwh is also

normal.

We now show that XCwh is collectionwise Hausdorff. Let D be a closed
discrete subset of XCwh • We can assume that D c F = Z x coi. We can use

the fact that Z is countably compact to find a discrete family K g CWH of
basic clopen countable subsets of F which separate D in F. We claim that

{1/(0, {K}) :UeK} separates D. Suppose that {{A, P, Y), (B, Q, Z)} G
U(0, {/Tj)nF(0, {K}) where U,V eK. Now K e YnZ while A c U and
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B c V. The requirement on J implies that at most one element of K intersects

AuB . Now U, V G K and that is a contradiction. To show that XCwa fails to
be collectionwise normal, we will first inductively find {Ua(Ra, Wa) : a G C0{}

such that each Ua is a subset of a distinct copy of Z and such that U \J{Wß :

ß < a}nUa - 0 . The "decoding" of collectionwise Hausdorff is finished. What
remains is a standard normality "decoding" argument.

3. A PARA-LlNDELÖF SPACE

Let us now turn to coding the para-Lindelöf property. Navy's space [20]

was constructed by coding the tr-para-Lindelöf property and the property of

normality. In our example we code para-Lindelöf directly. Unfortunately this

would mean that we would not get even a Hausdorff space so we have to code

regularity. We will code para-Lindelöf with an AND construction and regularity
with an OR construction thus obtaining an OR/AND hybrid.

Example 6. Let

F be an ultraparacompact space

BO(F) be a base of nonempty clopen subsets of F
PAR be a family of partitions of F
to G PAR to be fixed
s : BO(P) -» t0
REF : PAR -♦ PAR
it : PAR x BO(F) -> [BO(F)]<° be a partial function

such that

(Vô G BO(F))b c s(b) G t0

(Vi G PAR)í c BO(F)
(W an open cover of F)(3t e PAR) : t refines í¿

(Vi G PAR) REF(í) refines t
dom(7r) = {(/, v) G PAR x BO(F) : v G REF(í)}

(Ví G PAR)(Vü G REF(í))jt(í, v) G [tf

Let G be the set of {(b¡, P,, st) : i G 2} G [BO(F) x [PAR]<W x [[t0]2]<0)]2

which satisfy:

t G P0 n Pi => (V/ G 2)(bi c v G REF(0 =» i»i_j n (J n(t, v) ¿ 0)
{s(bi),s(b0)}çLs0usi, s(b0) / j(6i)

Topologize X = X(.F, BO(F), PAR, i0, s, REF,i) = FuG by letting G be
a set of isolated points and letting

UQ,s(tT) = <Tü{{(bi,Pi,si):i€2}:biCo, P.Dß, 5, d s}

for each <r G BO(F), ß g [PAR]<tü, s G [[í0]2]<íd •

Note that it is an OR coding of regularity we have used not because of its logi-
cal appearance but because either s¡ can cause the neighborhoods to be disjoint.

It all depends on whether there is a restriction on elements of the intersection or

the union of the corresponding coordinates. Compare the proof of Corollary 10

for the use of this coding of regularity to obtain local collectionwise normality.

Lemma 10. The topological space X is a zero-dimensional para-Lindelöf Haus-

dorff space.
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Proof. This is a topology because of

UQuQ-,SLIs'(onci') c UQ,s(o)nUQ',sl(o').

The subspace topology on F is just its original topology. The fact that the

points of X are closed follows from Ç]{Uq>s(ct) : s G [[io]2]<û)} = c •

To see that the basic open sets are clopen, suppose that x £ F - a . There

must exist r G BO(F) such that x n a = 0 and x G x . We claim that

t/o.-Mcrh.sÍT)}^) U U0t0(o) = 0. To see this, suppose that {(b¡, P,, s,-) : z G 2}

were in the intersection. We can assume b\ c x, b0 C a and Si D {s(cr), s(x)}.

However s(bo) = s(a) and s(b\) = s(x) yield a contradiction.

To see that X is para-Lindelöf, it suffices to show that each / G PAR is

the restriction of a locally countable open family in I to F. We claim that
{U{t},0(u) : u G t} is as required. Fix x G F and x e v G REF(í). We shall
show that U{t},0(v)r\U{t},0(u) ^ 0 => v c uVu G n(t, v). This suffices since,
for each v , there are countably many such u. Suppose {(b¡, P,, s¡) : z G 2}

is in the intersection. We can assume that v D b\, u D bo (unless v c u)
and i G Po n Pi . Now v g REF(Z) which implies b0 n U 7r(í, v) ¿ 0 . Finally
n(t, v) c t and bo C u £ t implies u £ n(t, v). Of course, each isolated point

is an element of at most two elements of the family.

Definition 3. Let k be an infinite cardinal. If a is a partial function from co

to k , we use [a] to denote {/ G kw : f d a} . Let y : k -> [K]m .

Let F be the metric space Kœ .
Let BO(F) = {[<t] : (3« > \)a £ k"} .
Let i0 = {[(0, a)]:a£K}.

Let [a] G BO(P) => s([a]) = [(0, a(0))] G i0 ■
Let t £ PAR ^> REF(i) = {[a U {(dom(cr), a)}] : <r € t, a G zc} .

Let PAR be the family of all partitions of F into elements of BO(.F).
Let n(t, [a U {(dom(cr), a)}]) = {tß: ß £ y/(a)} for each t = {tß: ß £

k} g PAR and [a] £ t and a G zc.

We denote the space X(F, BO(P), PAR, t0,s, REF, n) by X(^).

We need some definitions.

Definition 4 [9, 15]. If L c BO(F) and ^ is a filter on k , then we say that
L is zz-^-fullif

(V[ff] G L) dom(ff) = zi.

(V[cr] G L)(Vz < zz){a G zc : (Vt G L)x t> a \ i U {(i, a)}} £ ^.

If &~ is the filter of all sets whose complements have cardinality less than k ,

then we say that L is «-full.

Definition 5. If L c BO(F) is zz-full and {Q(a) : [a] £ L} is a family of sets,
then we say that {Q(o) : [a] £ L} is an zz-full A-system if there is a family of

sets {A(cr f i) : [a] G L, i < n} such that [<7o], [ci] e L and <70 Ï ' = ^l \ i = o
and a0(0 ï 0\(i) implies that ß(<r0) n Q(a{) - A(a).

Definition 6. If L c BO(F) is zz-full and {s*(a) : [a] £ L} is a family of
subsets of to, then we say that {s*(a) : [a] £ L} is free if [oo], [o\] £ L and
<70(0)^<7i(0) implies that [(0, (T0(0))] i s*(ax) and [(0, <t,(0))] i s*(o0).

Lemma 11. If k is a regular uncountable cardinal and 3" is a normal filter

on k (actually any countably complete filter on which we can do the A-system
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lemma is sufficient) and %f is any open cover of X(y/), then there is an n-3-

full set L c BO(-F) and an open refinement {£/q(<7),í((t)([0']) : [er] £ L} of %

such that {{Js(ct) : [a] £ L} is free (and an n-full A-system with respect to

{A\a \ i) : [a] £ L, i < n}) and {Q(o) : [a] £ L} is an n-full A-system
with respect to {A(er \ i) : [a] £ L, i < n}. Furthermore, for each t £ A(0),

[ob], [^i] e L, we have (3s° G t)oo C s° =>■ (3s1 £ t)ax c s1 A dom(s°) =
dom^1).

Proof. First find Lo £ BO(P) which partitions F such that, for all [a] £ Lo ,
there is an open set UQ(a),s(a){[o\) which is contained in an element of %.

To do this, for each f £ F, there is an element of BO^) which contains
/ and which is the intersection with F of some basic open set in X which is
contained in an element of %. Consider the family of such elements of BO(F)

of minimal domain. These partition F since any two elements of BO(.F) are

either disjoint or else one is contained in the other.

Next we find an n-3-full subset Li of L0. We do this by marking each

element of BO(F)U{P} with an integer. An element of Lo is marked with a 0.

Now if an element of BO(.F) U {F} has measure 0 many successors which are

marked with a 0, then those successors are removed. All remaining predecessors

of elements marked with a 0 are marked with a 1. If an element of BO(.F) U {F}

has measure 0 many successors marked with a 1, then those successors are

removed. All remaining predecessors of elements marked with a 1 are marked
with a 2. This process is continued in the obvious fashion. When the process

is complete, the number of successors removed from any element is only the

union of countably many sets of measure 0. Thus we can trace a branch through

the remaining tree and find an element of L0 at level zz. We now construct L\

by taking all elements at level zj which remain and are marked with a 0.
Li is n-3-ful\ since each element at level i < n which remains and is

marked with an zz - i has positive measure many successors at level i + 1

which are marked with an zz - (z + 1).

Next, we find an L2 so that {\Js(a) : [a] £ L2} and {Q(a) : [a] £ L2}

are zz-full A-systems. We shall describe the second case since the first case is
similar. We do this by defining {ß(cr \ i) : [a] £ L\, i < n} and removing

certain vertices. For each vertex x — a \ (n - 1 ) at height zz - 1, remove enough
vertices a at height zz so that the {Q(a) :a\(n-\) = x} is a A-system. Call

the root of this A-system Q(x). Now for each vertex v at height zz-2, remove

enough vertices at height zz - 1 (and their successors) so that the ß(u;)'s for

successors w of v are a A-system. Continue this process down to level 0.

Finally, we must get {U5!0') : Ier] e ^} t0 be free. Just remove A'(0) from
the first branching.

Lemma 12. // UQtS([a]) n UQ,^([a'}) = 0 and <r(0) ̂  ct'(0) and s(a') i \Js
and s(a) i \js', then UQnQ,>0([o]) n UQnQI,0([a']) = 0.

Proof. Suppose that {(b¡, P,, s,) : i £ 2} is an element of Uq^qi <BI(\a]) n

Uqoq1 ,ei([o~']) = 0. We assume that b0 C [a] and b\ c [a1]. We claim that

{(bo, Q,s),(b\,Q', s')} G UQtS([a])<MJQ> tS:([a']) = 0 which would be a con-
tradiction. The only way this would not happen is if that point {(bo, Q, s),

(bi, Q', s')} did not exist. If this is because of t £ Q n Q', then since

/ G Po n Pi, {(b¡, Pi, St) : i £ 2} would also not exist. The other reason could

be that {s(b0), s(bi)} £ s U s' or s(b0) = s(h). Since s(b0) = [0, cr(0)] = s (a)
and s(bi) = [0, <r'(0)] = s(a'), this cannot happen.
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Lemma 13. Suppose y/ : coi -* [co\]œ is defined by y/(a) = a. X(y) fails to be

collectionwise normal.

Proof. We shall show that t0 is an unseparated discrete family of closed sets
in X. Let ^ be an open cover of X which separates t0 . Use 3 the filter of
closed unbounded subsets of co\. Apply Lemma 11 to get an n-3-îu\\ L and

n-full A-system {Q(a) : [a] £ L} and free {{js(a) : [a] £ L}. We will find

[ff0], [ffi] e L suchthat tr0(0) ¿ ffi(O) and UQ{ao)tt{ao)([ao])r\UQ{ai)>t{ai)([ai]) ¿

0. By Lemma 12, we need only show that U^0)j0([cto]) n U^0)í0([a{\) ¿
0. Otherwise {([ero], A(0), 0), ([<Ti], A(0), 0)} is not in the intersection.

This means that 3? G A(0) and i £ 2 such that [er,] c v £ REF(i) and
yet [oi-i]r\\Jn(t,v) - 0. Suppose v = a U {(j, a)} where [a] £ t and

dom(cr) = j. Since [<t¡] c v , we know that v — [a¡ \ (j + 1)] and also

(Ti(j) — a . If dom(er,) = zz, we get that j < n . Now since ez, is contained in

some element of t (namely a) of domain j, we know that <r1_I is contained in

some element tß of t such that dom(i^) = j. This means that tß d [a\-¡ \ j].
Since we are assuming that [0i_;-]n|J n(t, v) — 0, we know that tß f n(t, v).
This means that ß $ y/(a). Since a = v(j) — ct,(;') and, in a finite inductive

construction of c?o, o~\, we were free to choose a¡(j) in an uncountable set, we
deduce that we could always arrange that ß £ y/(a) which is a contradiction.

Corollary 1 (Navy). There is a para-Lindelöf regular space which is not collec-

tionwise normal.

Note that this space has character 2W^F' which means that it provides no sub-

stitute for Navy's spaces [20]. It just illustrates that the coding of normality into

Fleissner's space with a <r-locally countable base is not the trick that is needed
to get para-Lindelöf. You just have to code all instances of para-Lindelöf, not

just the "level" ones.

Problem 3. Does the existence of a nonmetrizable normal Moore space imply
the existence of a para-Lindelöf nonmetrizable normal Moore space?

The normal Moore space problem enjoyed lots of consistent counterexamples

long before para-Lindelöf raised its head. However Caryn Navy [20] managed to
show how to use MA +-■ CH to get a para-Lindelöf example of a nonmetrizable
normal Moore space. Fleissner's CH example of a nonmetrizable normal Moore
space [13] turns out to be para-Lindelöf (after all, he was modifying Navy's

example). The only part that is not clear is whether the singular cardinals

hypothesis can get you a para-Lindelöf counterexample to the normal Moore

space conjecture. Probably the best positive result that can be hoped for is to
show that Fleissner's SCH counterexample can be modified to be para-Lindelöf.
That would be a good result since a deep understanding of Fleissner's space
would be required and that space does have to be digested. A negative result

is more likely and would really illustrate the difference between Fleissner's CH

example and his SCH example [13, 10] and that would be valuable.

Problem 4. Are para-Lindelöf regular spaces countably paracompact?

This is the main open problem on para-Lindelöf spaces. The original question
was whether para-Lindelöf was equivalent to paracompact—one more feather

in the cap of equivalences of paracompactness established by Stone and Michael
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in the 1950s (see Burke's article in the handbook [4]). This question was finally

solved by Caryn Navy, a student of Mary Ellen Rudin, in 1981 [20]. Her con-

struction was a rather general one that permitted quite a lot of latitude; she
obtained first countable ones under MA +-i CH using the Moore plane, she ob-

tained a ZFC example using Bing's space. Fleissner [13, 10] later modified this

example to be a Moore space under the continuum hypothesis, thus solving the

normal Moore space conjecture. Certain properties seemed hard to get however.

These difficulties each gave rise to questions which were listed in Navy's thesis.
Problem 4 is due to the fact that all the constructions are intrinsically count-
ably paracompact. I tried for a long time to build in the failure of countable
paracompactness but each time para-Lindelöf failed as well. It may be useful

to note that the whole idea of Navy's construction was to take Fleissner's space
of 1979 [9] which was er-para-Lindelöf but not paracompact and build in a way

to "separate" the countably many locally countable families so that one locally
countable refinement is obtained. This way was normality. The construction

in this section provides another way to get a para-Lindelöf space but I still do

not see how to make it fail to be countably paracompact. A possible way of

getting a para-Lindelöf space which is not countably paracompact may be to

iterate a normal para-Lindelöf space which is not collectionwise normal in an

az-sequence (see [33]) and get a Dowker space.

Problem 5. Is there a para-Lindelöf Dowker space?

Another question which I think is important is

Problem 6. Are para-Lindelöf collectionwise normal spaces paracompact?

This was first asked by Fleissner and Reed in 1977 [15].

4. An unseparated family of copies of [0, 1]

This section studies more closely the structure of collectionwise Hausdorff
normal spaces which are not collectionwise normal. Fifty years of effort to-

wards solving the normal Moore space problem led in 1974 to the result that

the solution was to be found in the construction, or the proof that it is impos-

sible, of normal collectionwise Hausdorff Moore spaces which are not collec-

tionwise normal. At that time, no examples of normal collectionwise Hausdorff

spaces which are not collectionwise normal had been constructed, much less

Moore examples. In the decade that followed, two basic examples of such

spaces were constructed. In 1975, Fleissner [11] constructed a space which he

called "George" which was normal and collectionwise Hausdorff but which con-

tained an unseparated family of copies of the ordinal space co\. In 1981, Navy
[20] constructed a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space with an unseparated

family of nonseparable metric spaces of weight Ki. These two constructions

provide the "prototypes" of normal collectionwise Hausdorff spaces which are

not collectionwise normal. The latter prototype proved more successful and led

to Fleissner's solution [13, 10] of the normal Moore space problem in 1982.
Whenever there are only a small number of examples of a certain kind, many

questions arise by examining the special nature of those examples.

Problem 7. Characterize those spaces X for which there exists a normal col-
lectionwise Hausdorff space which is not collectionwise normal with respect to

copies of X.
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While this general question was not posed until 1985, specific forms of this

question were studied as early as 1979. For example, Gruenhage showed in 1979

[16] that under MA+-i CH, perfectly normal locally compact spaces which are

collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets are paracompact. This hy-

pothesis "collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets" led naturally to

the question "Are collectionwise Hausdorff (normal) spaces always collection-

wise normal with respect to compact sets"? Balogh improved Gruenhage's result

in 1982 [1] by weakening the hypothesis of collectionwise normal with respect

to compact sets to that of collectionwise Hausdorff but the question remained.

This question turned out to be difficult enough even without requiring normal-
ity. In 1980, in an unpublished result, Fleissner and Reed showed that, if there

is a measurable cardinal, then there is a regular collectionwise Hausdorff space

which is not collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets. A few years

later, Reed [23] constructed such a space in ZFC and got it to be first countable
as well. Mary Ellen Rudin constructed (independently of and shortly before

the results of this paper) a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not

collectionwise normal with respect to copies of 2W under the assumption of 0

but the question remained open in ZFC.
In this section, we solve this question by constructing a normal collectionwise

Hausdorff space which is not collectionwise normal with respect to copies of

[0, 1]. The method which is used to construct this space is applicable, without

complications, to many other underlying sets and can, therefore, be used to

construct many other counterexamples.
We do this by coding normality with an AND construction and collectionwise

Hausdorff with an AND construction. The ideas will be described in a general
setting. To simplify the proof, we will assume that the underlying space is

strongly zero-dimensional. This assumption will be complemented by a lemma

which enables us to go to any space from a closed strongly zero-dimensional
subspace of suitable complexity.

Example 7. Let Z be a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is strongly

zero-dimensional. Let D be the family of closed discrete subsets of Z. Suppose

B is a family of clopen subsets of Z and m : B —► [0, 1] is a function such

that

1. (Vú? G £>)(Ve > 0)(3 U £ B) : d C U A m(U) < e.
2. (VE£[B\^<°)iZ{m(U):U £E}<\&\\E¿Z.

Let zc be the least cardinal such that \Z\ < k and zc" = zc . Let T = KD. Let

NT have the G^-product topology (that is, the basic open sets are determined

by countable partial functions from T into N). Let n : k —> Nr have dense

range (n exists by the Hewitt-Marczewski-Pondiczery theorem; see Theorem

2.3.15 of [7] or Lemma 1.4 of [5]). Let ß : T x k -* B be such that

t(a)cß((t,a)),

m(ß((t,a))).n(a)(t)<l.

The function ß exists by (1). Let Y = Z x zc have the product topology where

k has the discrete topology. Let J be the set of

{(V,G,P), (V,G',P')} £ [CO(7) x [T]<w x [CO(Y)]<w]2
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such that

A£PC\P' ^(V cA&V cA),
t£Gf)G' ^VLiV £ \J{ß(t, a) x {a} : a G zc} ,
V and V are nonempty subsets of different copies of Z .

Topologize X(Z, B, m) = Yd J by letting the elements of J be isolated and
letting a neighborhood U(A, F) be defined for each nonempty U £ CO(Y),
A £ [CO(Y)]<a}, and F £ [T]<0} by

U(A,F) = UU{{(V,G,P),(V',G',P')}:VcU, GdF, P d A} .

Lemma 14. X(Z , B, m) is a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is

not collectionwise normal with respect to copies of Z .

Proof. This assignment of basic open neighborhoods defines a space since

UcU',  ADA',  FdF' ^U(A,F)C U'(A', F')

and so

U(A, F) n U'(A', F') d (U n U')(A U A', F U F').

Compare the third condition on J with the coding of regularity in Exam-

ple 6 and the coding of local collectionwise normality in Corollary 10. Since

U(A, F) n Y = U and Y is zero-dimensional, the subspace topology on Y is

identical to its original topology.  Since Ç\{U(A, F) : F G [T]<w} = U and
Y is T\, we know that X(Z, B, m) is Tx. Note that this incorporation of

Example 2 implies that X is normal. To be explicit, suppose Ko and K\ are

disjoint closed sets. Without loss of generality, these closed sets are subsets

of Y and, since Y is strongly zero-dimensional and normal, we assume that

Ko and K\ partition Y and thus are clopen subsets of Y. We use the third

coordinate only. We claim that

U({Kl},0)nW({Kl},0) = 0

whenever U c Kx and WnKx = 0 . Suppose that {(V, G, P), (V, G', P')}
witnesses otherwise. Without loss of generality, U D V and W d V. We

know P d {K¡} and P' D {Kx} and so that Kx £ P n P'. This means that

V c Kx if and only if V c Kx . Now Kx D U D V implies that Kx D V
and so, since V ^ 0, we have KXV\W ± 0 which is a contradiction. Since

X(Z, B, m) is normal and T\, it is also Hausdorff.

Let A be a discrete family of points in X. Assume, without loss of gen-

erality, that A c Y. Let t : k -► D be such that A = \J{t(a) x {a} :
a G zc}. We assert that {Ua(0, {t}) : a £ zc} is a disjoint family where

each Ua = ß(t, a) x {a} D t(a) x {a} . Suppose {(V, G,P),(V, G', P')} G

Ua(0, {t}) n Ua>(0, {t}). Without loss of generality V c Ua and V c Ua>.

Since t £ G n G', we have V U V <t \J{ß(t, a) x {a} : a G zc} which implies

Í7Q U Uai £ \J{ß(t, a) x {a} : a G k} which is a contradiction. To finish the

proof, we show that, for each a G zc, t(a) x {a} = {(z^, a) : ¿¡ £ (} is sep-

arated. Since Z is collectionwise Hausdorff and zero-dimensional, we know

that there is a disjoint family {Uç : £ < Ç} of clopen subsets of Z such that

Zc £ Uç. Now {([/¿ x {a})(0, 0) : c; < Q is a disjoint family of open sets
which separates t(a) x {a} . We show that if U and FF are disjoint subsets of

the same copy of Z , then <7(0, 0) n 1^(0, 0) = 0 . Suppose, otherwise that
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{(V, G, P), (V',G',P')} is in the intersection. Thus U D V and W D V
without loss of generality. Thus V and V are in the same copy of Z and

that is a contradiction to the definition of the isolated points.

We show that X is not collectionwise normal. Suppose that {Ua : a £ k}

is a disjoint family of open sets such that Ua D Z x {a}. We will find, by

induction,

basic open sets {Vy(Ay, Fy) : y £ co\} ,

distinct ordinals {ay : y G co\} ,
points xy,

such that
Xy   £    Vy   C   Z   X   {ay}  ,

y' <y <co\ and t £ Fy implies x7 <£ ß(t, ay) x {ay} ,

Vy(Ay,Fy)CUay.
Having defined these basic open sets, we make

Claim. Vy(A7,0) n Vy(Ay ,0) does not contain any {(V,0,P), (V',0,P')}
where xy £ V and xy £ V.

Proof of claim. If such a point were in the intersection, then the point

{(V, Fy,P), (V, Fy , P')} would be in Vy(Ay, Fy) n Vr(Ar , Fy) unless that
point did not exist. Thus there must be t £ Fy n Fy such that (assuming

y' <y) Xy £ V c \J{ß(t, a) : a G zc} and thus xy £ ß(t, ay) x {ay} which is a

contradiction. The claim is proved.
Now a standard A-system argument can be used to show that the claim is

false. Without loss of generality, assume {Ay : y £ coi} is a A-system with root

A and assume xy £ U if and only if Xy £ U whenever y < y' < co\ and

U £ A. For each y, choose V* c Vy c Z x {ay} which contains xy and which

lies on the appropriate side of each U £ A. That is,

(Vt/ G A)(Xy £ U => Vy* c U) A (xy i U^Vy*nU = 0).

We note that {(V*, 0, Ay), (Vy*, 0, Ay)} does lie in the intersection. To

check that this point exists, note that

A £ Ay n Ay =>• A £ A => (x,, G A & Xy £ A) => ( V* c A «• V*, c A).

To do the induction, suppose {Vr,(A^, Fn) :n <y}, {a,, : n <y} , and {xv : n <

y} have been defined. Let {zz,, : n < y} c N be such that O1/"»/ '■ n <y} < I.

Let ô : T —* N be a partial function defined on the domain \J{F,, : n < y}

as follows. If t £ U{^i/ : n < y} > then let n(t) be the minimal n < y such

that t £ -F,(/). Now define S(t) = nn(t) • \F^t)\ • Now |dom(<J)| < co implies
that we can find ay distinct from each a,, for n < y such that n(ay) D ô

(since if there were only countably many such ay then we could diagonalize

away from them to get a countable partial function with no extension). Find

Xy £ Z x {ay} - \J{ß(t, ay) x {ay} : t £ dom(<5)} . This is possible since

£{m(/?((i, ay))) : t £ dom(S)} < ¿2{l/*(<*r)(t) : t £ dom(<$)}

= E {LOA?« : i(0 = n) -n < v) < ¿ZVInn ■ri<y}<i

and so {ß(t, ay) : t £ dom(¿)} does not cover Z by the condition on m . Find

Vy c Z x {ay} such that Vy(Ay, Fy) c Uay and xy£Vy.
These arguments imply that {Z x {a} : a £ zc} is an unseparated discrete

family of closed sets and the proof is complete.
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We continue with corollaries to the main theorem:

Corollary 2. There is a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not col-

lectionwise normal with respect to compact metric sets.

Proof. Let Z = 2W, B = CO(Z) and let m be the product measure.

Corollary 3. There is a normal space which is collectionwise normal with respect

to metrizable sets but is not collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets.

Proof. Let Z be the modification of the Alexandroff double arrow space (see

Exercise 3.10.C of [7]) which is obtained by starting with 2m instead of [0, 1].

Let m be the product measure on 2Mx2. Let B - CO(Z). Use countability

of metrizable subsets of Z (see [34]).

Corollary 4. There is a normal space which is collectionwise normal with respect

to compact sets but is not collectionwise normal with respect to separable metric

sets.

Proof. Let Z be a Bernstein subset of the reals which is not Lebesgue measur-

able. Let m be outer Lebesgue measure. Let B = CO(Z). Use the countability

of compact sets and discrete families.

Corollary 5. Let Z be a normal ^-compact non-Lindelöf (or normal countably

compact noncompact) strongly zero-dimensional space (e.g., an ordinal of un-

countable cofinality). There is a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is

not collectionwise normal with respect to copies of Z .

Proof. Let B be a clopen cover with no countable subcover. Let m be the

constant zero function.

Corollary 6. Let Z be a normal countably compact strongly zero-dimensional

space without isolated points. There is a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space

which is not collectionwise normal with respect to copies of Z .

Proof. Any zero-dimensional space which has no isolated points can be mapped

onto a dense subset of the Cantor set. Let y/ : Z —> 2W be such a continuous

mapping with dense range. The mapping y/ must be onto since Z is count-
ably compact. Let B be the family of inverse images of open sets under this

mapping. Let m be defined such that m(y/~l(U)) is the Lebesgue measure of

U.

Next, we provide a lemma which sometimes removes the assumption of

strong zero-dimensionality.

Lemma 15. Let W be a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space and let Z be a

closed subspace of W. If there is a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which

is not collectionwise normal with respect to copies of Z, then there is a normal

collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not collectionwise normal with respect to

copies of W.

Proof. Let X be a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not col-

lectionwise normal with respect to zc many copies of Z . Without loss of

generality, X D Z x k . Let Y be the quotient space which is obtained by

taking the free union of W x k and X and identifying each (z, a) £ X with

(z, a) G Z x k . The quotient mapping is a perfect mapping and so Y is nor-

mal. Of course, perfect mappings do not preserve collectionwise Hausdorff even
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in normal spaces (collapse the Cantor sets in Corollary 2), but Y is collection-

wise Hausdorff because the quotient mapping is finite-to-one. If the images of
the W x {a} were separated in Y, then the preimages of the open sets would

separate the Z x {a} in X, which is impossible.

Corollary 7. There is a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not col-

lectionwise normal with respect to copies of [0, 1].

Proof. Let W = [0, 1] and Z = 2W and use Corollary 2 and Lemma 15.

The spaces of this section were constructed in 1982-83 while the author was

visiting the University of Wisconsin at Madison. The author is thankful to

Eric van Douwen for suggesting the use of strong zero-dimensionality to sim-

plify the proof and for providing Corollary 6. The author thanks Bill Fleissner

for finding an error in an earlier attempt at constructing this space. Fleissner

has an alternate presentation of the spaces of this section, van Douwen has ab-

stracted from the results of this section a machine which converts collectionwise

Hausdorff spaces which are not collectionwise normal with respect to compact

sets into normal collectionwise Hausdorff spaces which are not collectionwise

normal with respect to compact sets.

We now return to Problem 7. We showed in [34] that normal collectionwise

Hausdorff spaces are collectionwise normal with respect to paracompact scat-

tered sets. This, together with Corollary 5 solves Problem 7 for ordinal spaces.

If a is an ordinal, then collectionwise Hausdorff normal spaces are collection-

wise normal with respect to copies of a if and only if a is a successor ordinal

or a limit ordinal of countable cofinality.

Problem 8. Characterize those A c K for which there is a collectionwise Haus-

dorff normal space which is not collectionwise normal with respect to copies of

A.

A set of reals A has "strong measure zero" if, given any sequence {e„ : zz <

co} of positive reals, A can be covered by a sequence of sets X„ each having

diameter less than e„ .

Lemma 16. If A c E does not have strong measure zero, then there is a collec-

tionwise Hausdorff normal space which is not collectionwise normal with respect

to copies of A. If A c E is countable, then collectionwise Hausdorff normal
spaces are collectionwise normal with respect to copies of A.

Any A c E which does not have strong measure zero has a strongly zero-

dimensional subset which also does not have strong measure zero. The proof of

Example 7 works with any Zc2ffl which does not have strong measure zero.

Lemma 15 then implies that, if A c E has strong measure zero, then there

is a collectionwise Hausdorff normal space which is not collectionwise normal

with respect to copies of A . In [34], we showed that collectionwise Hausdorff

normal spaces are collectionwise normal with respect to countable sets.

Corollary 8. It is consistent with the axioms of set theory that for each uncount-

able ^cl, there is a collectionwise Hausdorff normal space which is not col-
lectionwise normal with respect to copies of A.

Proof. Laver showed in [18] that it is consistent that every strong measure zero

is countable [18]. On the other hand Dow and the author have observed that
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if A is a Lusin subset of the reals, then any normal collectionwise Hausdorff

space is collectionwise normal with respect to copies of A. For more details

see the author's upcoming paper Separation and point open games.

An even more general question may seem technical but would provide insight

into the nature of certain categories of topological spaces.

Problem 9 [34]. Characterize those spaces X and categories W for which there
exists a normal space which is collectionwise normal with respect to discrete
families of sets in W but not collectionwise normal with respect to copies of

X.

Another question is a specific version of Problem 9:

Problem 10. Is there a normal not collectionwise normal space which is collec-

tionwise normal with respect to collectionwise normal sets?

If the answer is no, then I would be amazed and it would solve Problems 19

and 18. If the answer is yes, then I think we would be getting at the heart of

the topic of this section.

Problem 11. Is there a normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which is not col-

lectionwise normal with respect to Ni many compact sets?

This question tries to get at the heart of the method of Example 7. Since

measure is used in that argument, Z has to be of positive measure. That

means that zc has to be big enough to list all the points of Z and that means

cardinality at least 2<u . Thus an example answering Problem 11 would have to

be essentially different from that of this paper and that would be very interesting.

On the other hand, a theorem, under MA+-> CH for example, would be quite

interesting.

Returning to Reed's results, the spaces of [23] are nonnormal but are first

countable and even sometimes Moore spaces. He left open some questions,

however:

Problem 12. Does ZFC imply that there is a collectionwise Hausdorff Moore
space which is not collectionwise normal with respect to compact (metric) sets?

Reed only answered this affirmatively under the continuum hypothesis or

Martin's axiom. The answer could well turn out to be yes since normality is

not required and of course that would be preferable to Reed's results. If the

answer is no, that is more interesting because the proof would penetrate into

the manner in which the closed unit interval can be embedded in a Moore space

and that would be quite exciting.

The spaces of this section have high character and leave us a long way from

a solution to the next question.

Problem 13. Is it consistent that there is a normal first countable collectionwise

Hausdorff space which is not collectionwise normal with respect to compact

sets?

In fact, the two prototypes of normal collectionwise Hausdorff spaces which

are not collectionwise normal have unseparated sets which are far from compact.

Neither of these constructions is going to be easily modified to a positive solution

to Problem 13. I do not think such a consistent example exists—it is asking
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too much. On the other hand, a negative answer means that rare thing: a ZFC

result!
In fact, we are far from even partial results on the next general question:

Problem 14. Characterize those spaces X for which there exists a consistent
example of a normal collectionwise Hausdorff first countable space which is not

collectionwise normal with respect to copies of X.

The only such X which is known so far is the metric space cof .

Problem 15. Does ZFC imply that normal first countable collectionwise Haus-

dorff spaces are collectionwise normal with respect to scattered sets?

This question asks whether Fleissner's space "George" can be modified to

be first countable under some set-theoretic hypotheses. After all, Navy's space
has been successfully modified to be first countable: that is Fleissner's solution

to the normal Moore space conjecture [13, 10]. This is a question which has

great intrinsic interest. A consistent method which succeeds in lowering the

character of the earlier prototype would undoubtedly be quite useful in many

other contexts. A positive answer would be unthinkable. My interest in Problem

15 is heightened by the withdrawal in August 1989 of [14] in which a negative
answer had been claimed (Fleissner circulated in late 1989 a manuscript in

which a correct proof is claimed). That paper leads naturally to other related

questions:

Problem 16. Does V = L imply that normal first countable spaces are collec-

tionwise normal with respect to separable sets?

Problem 17. Does V = L imply that normal first countable spaces are collec-

tionwise normal with respect to copies of wi?

One is also led to Problems 16 and 17 in studying Fleissner's George [11], a

normal collectionwise Hausdorff space which fails to be collectionwise normal

with respect to copies of co\ . This space has been modified [32] to fail to be

collectionwise normal with respect to separable sets («S-spaces actually), under

suitable set-theoretic assumptions. The example of [14] attempted to fail to

be collectionwise normal with respect to copies of a space something like co\.

Problem 16 asks whether an S'-space (like Ostaszewski's space [22]) can be

used. Problem 17 asks whether it is really necessary to use something different

from co\ at all. Fleissner showed in 1977 [8] that it is consistent that normal

first countable spaces are collectionwise normal with respect to copies of o)\
by collapsing an inaccessible in a model of the constructible universe (see also

[6]). I think that the techniques that one would have to develop in order to

solve these questions would be useful in many areas of general topology, and

thus worth the effort.

5. Additional properties

There are additional properties which the spaces of this paper may or may

not have but which can be built in. The methods used are quite general and in

this section theorems will be stated which enable us to get each of the following

properties:

1. metacompact
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2. locally collectionwise normal (or locally metrizable for Moore spaces)
3. perfect

without destroying many other properties.

Some of these theorems are statements of folklore: (1) is due to Michael

and Bing and (3) is due to Bing. The approach in this section is preferable to

building each of these properties into each of the spaces of this paper.

Lemma 17 (Splitting points). Let X be a completely regular (or just T\) space

where X = F uG, F is metacompact and G is a set of isolated points. There
is a metacompact space Y = F U (G x [F]2) such that F has the subspace

topology, Y-F is a set of isolated points and X and Y have identical separation
properties.

Proof. For each open set U in X, let U* = (UnF)\J{(g, {x, y}) : g £ GnU,
{x, y} n U / 0} . Define a topology by letting each U* be open. Note that
(U n V)* c U* n V* and that (g, {x, y}) £ U* implies g £ U and so points
are closed. To show that X and Y have identical separation properties, we

suppose that {Fa : a £ zc} is a discrete family of nonempty subsets of F.

Suppose that {Ua : a £ k} is a disjoint family of open sets in X such that

each UaD Fa. We claim that {U* : a £ zc} is a disjoint family of open sets in

y such that each U* D Fa . Suppose that (g, {x, y}) G U*nUß. We deduce

that g £Gr\Uar\Uß which is a contradiction.

Suppose that {U{(^« )* : ß £ A} : a £ k} is a disjoint family of open

sets in Y such that each \J{(u£)* : ß £ X} d Fa . We can assume that each

u£ intersects Fa. We claim that {{J{U£ : ß £ A} : a £ zc} is a disjoint

family of open sets in X such that each \J{U£ : ß £ X} D Fa . Suppose that

g£l/£°n u£l n G. Choose x, G u£; n Fa . Now observe that (g, {x0, xi}) G

(u£0°yn(u£;y.
Suppose {U* : U £ %} is an open cover of Y. Now {U n F : U £ %}

is a relatively open cover of the subspace F . Since F is metacompact, this
relatively open cover has a point-finite open refinement "V. Since F is closed,
this refinement can be expressed as the restriction to F of an open refinement

W of ^. We claim that {W* : W g W} is a point-finite refinement of

{U* : U £ f/} . Suppose (g, {x, y}) is an element of each element of {(Wn)* :

n £ co} . This means that, for each n £ co, {x, y}(~)Wnr\F ̂  0. Without loss of

generality, x is an element of infinitely many Wnr\F which is a contradiction
since these W„C\F are elements of the point-finite family W.

Note the use of this splitting points technique in Example 4.

Note that Lemma 17 can be modified. If {Fa : a £ zc} is a discrete family of

subsets of F , then [F]2 can be replaced by {(x, y) : x G Fa , y £ Fß , a ¿ ß} .

In this subspace Z of Y, a family of subsets of a fixed Fa is separated in Z

if and only if it is separated in Fa and a family {Aa : a £ zc} where Aa c Fa

is separated in Z if and only if it is separated in X (U* n V* ^ 0 implies

that some (g,{x, y}) £U*f)V* which implies UnFa # 0 a UnFß ¿ 0 for
some a ^ ß).

Corollary 9. If there is a nonmetrizable normal Moore space which is not col-
lectionwise normal with respect to metrizable sets, then there is a metacompact

nonmetrizable normal Moore space.
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Note that splitting points destroys local compactness and multiplies density

by the cardinality of the underlying space but preserves character, pseudochar-

acter, cardinality, para-Lindelöf, Moore, perfect, etc.

Corollary 10. If there is a nonmetrizable normal Moore space which is not collec-

tionwise normal with respect to metrizable sets, then there is a locally metrizable

nonmetrizable normal Moore space.

Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that {Fa : a £ k} partitions F.

Then {Fa U G : a £ zc} is an open cover of the subspace of Y defined in the

remarks following Lemma 17. Each FaöG is a collectionwise normal (since Fa

is collectionwise normal and even metrizable) Moore space and thus metrizable.

This technique appeared first implicitly in [19] and [3], then explicitly in [28]

in the special case X" = 0 . The special case where X is a Moore space appears

in II.6 of [27].

Problem 18. Does the existence of a nonmetrizable normal Moore space imply

the existence of a metacompact nonmetrizable normal Moore space?

Problem 19. Does the existence of a nonmetrizable normal Moore space imply

the existence of a normal Moore space which is not collectionwise normal with

respect to metrizable sets?

The technique of splitting points demonstrates that a positive answer to Prob-

lem 19 implies a positive answer to Problem 18. The reason these questions

remain of interest is that a tremendous amount of effort has gone into obtaining

partial positive results. Rudin and Starbird [24] and Nyikos [21] both obtained

some technical results of great interest. Nyikos showed, in particular, that if

there is a nonmetrizable normal Moore space, then there is a metacompact
Moore space with a family of closed sets which is normalized but not separated.

In [32], it is shown that, if there is a nonmetrizable normal Moore space which

is nonmetrizable because it has a nonseparated discrete family of closed metriz-

able sets, then there is a metacompact nonmetrizable normal Moore space. A

negative solution to either problem implies a positive solution to Problem 10.

Lemma 18 (Perfection). Let X be a completely regular space where X = FliG,

F is perfect and G is a set of isolated points. There is a perfect space Y =

F u (G x co) such that F has the subspace topology, Y - F is a set of isolated

points and X and Y have identical separation properties.

Proof. Let Un = (U n F) U {(g, m) : g £ U, m > n} for each open set U in

X. Topologize Y by letting each U" be open. Note that U"nVm = 0 if and
only if U n V = 0. This immediately implies that X and Y have identical
separation properties. We show that Y is perfect. Let A be a closed set, let

G j be open sets in the subspace F such that f]{G¡ : i £ co} - AnF. The set
(]{(Gi U G)1 U (A n G) : i £ co} intersects F in f]{Gi : i £ co} = AnF and
intersects G in [){Gi U (AnG) : i £ co} = (AnG)U f]{Gt : i £ co} = An G.
Therefore, f){(Gi u G)1 u (A n G) : i £ co} = (A n F) u (A n G) = A .

Note that perfecting destroys local compactness but preserves character,

pseudocharacter, density, cardinality, metacompact, para-Lindelöf, Moore, etc.

This technique first appeared in [2].
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